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DAYTON
NEWS RELEASE
PROFESSOR RELIES ON HEBREW LEARNED 50 YEARS AGO
TO WRITE BOOK ABOUT ANCIENT POETIC WRITINGS IN BOOK OF PSALMS
DAYTON, Ohio - It's not surprising that the Rev. Bertrand A. Buby, S.M., would pen
a book about how to interpret and savor the psalms from the ancient biblical Book of Psalms.
The soft-spoken Marianist priest and teacher starts each day by reciting the popular
Psalm 95 in Hebrew from memory. Part poetry, part prayer, the psalm extols people to "sing
joyfully to God" and "cry out to the rock of our salvation."
"It strikes me as a wake-up call. It's very upbeat, calling us to praise the Lord and to
pray to him," said Buby, associate professor of religious studies at the University of Dayton
who learned Hebrew more than 50 years ago.
Buby worked from the Hebrew text and analyzed all150 psalms in the Old Testament
in a newly published, highly readable book, With a Listening Heart: Biblical and Spiritual

Reflections on the Psalms (Alba House, $16.95).
The book, which can be used in undergraduate and graduate religion courses, is written
for Christians and Jews interested in the spirit and meaning of prayers found in the Hebrew
and Christian faiths.
Buby credits Jewish friends for inspiring him to write the book and dedicates it to Eric
Friedland, ·who taught Judaic studies at UD and other area universities, and Dayton's
"spiritual leaders of the Jewish community." For more than 30 years, Buby has participated in
the Dayton Christian-Jewish Dialogue, a group of Christians and Jews who meet monthly to
learn about each other's traditions, histories and cultures. "This meant that I prayed, studied,
listened to and celebrated with many Jewish people," he said. "It helped me to understand the
Jewish spirit and the Jewish love for prayer. We start each meeting with an invocation or
prayer. Frequently, we choose a psalm."
Buby, a prolific scholar who's written five other books and translated another, is
teaching a class on psalms this semester through the International Marian Research Institute at
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the University of Dayton. He will talk about psalms at 7:30p.m. at the March 13 meeting of
the Dayton-Christian Jewish Dialogue in room 101 of Alumni Hall on campus. It's open to the
public and will feature singing by Bro. Jack Somerville, S.M.
Psalms are poems that were intended to be set to music. "I try to enter into their mood
and understand where the poet is coming from. With psalms, you're studying literature,
history, religion. They immerse you into the spirit of Judaism," Buby said.
The words "listen" and "heart" are found frequently in the psalms, so the book's title
came naturally to Buby. When he prays and thinks about the psalms, he said he finds it
helpful to have "a listening heart."
While Buby prays at least 10 different psalms every day, he doesn't view that as
extraordinary. "I recently learned that the Coptic monks recite all150 psalms during their
prayer each day," he said. "I have a long way to go."
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